
Ingenious 
Inventors

Computing & PE

Maths

English
- Read 'George's Marvellous Medicine' by Roald Dahl and
explore parts of speech, rhyme and onomatopoeia when creating
their own 'marvellous medicine' 
- Explore performance poetry, rhythm and rhyme. Orally learn
the poem 'I'm Walking with my Iguana by Brian Moses and
create and perform their own poetry. 
- Develop reading comprehension skills of fiction and non-fiction
texts 
- Read, discuss and analyse our class texts from Roald Dahl and
'Energy Island' by Allan Drummond. 
- Explore descriptive writing techniques, writing with suspense
and using fronted adverbials when writing our own fantasy story
based on the text 'Leon and the Place Between'. 
- Weekly spelling, grammar and cursive handwriting practice.

Topic

Art & Agriculture

Portuguese

PSHE & Mindfulness
- Using the Positive Pathway approach set class destinations to
support the children's learning experience. e.g Listening to each
other and developing growth mindset.
- Explore stereotypes and diversity 
- Learn about having a balanced and healthy lifestyle
- Explore the importance of friendship, listening and
communicating. 
- Continue to explore the meaning of Philosophy through the tools
of mindfulness and investigation
- Explore happiness; What does it mean to live a happy life? How
do we identify happiness?
- Continue to explore and identify different emotions through
regular check-ins and develop our emotional literacy 

Music & Drama

- During this topic we will explore different scientist, inventors
and inventions related to the Year 3 and 4 science curriculum.
- Learn about the main inventions of the past, particularly the 20th 
Century and explore how they impact our lives today.
- Plants: Learn about those who risked their lives to find new
plants, design their own new plant, thinking about its requirements
for life.
- Human Body: Learn about the work of Marie Curie and identify
bones in xray images.
- Forces and magnets: Understand how magnets work and create
different uses for them.
- Sound: identify how sounds are made and make their own
instruments and earmuffs through working scientifcally. 
- Setting up simple practical enquiries, comparative and fair tests
in preparation for our Science fair. Report on their findings
including displays or presentations of results and conclusions.
- Continue to explore climate change and create and design an
eco-friendly home.

Computing:
-Introduction to binary bits and bytes plus hardware
understanding.
-Continuations of scratch, debug and flow charts.
-Image and video creation alteration bitmap, vectorial charts.
-Office tool proficiency, spread sheet, word processor,
presentation, email and internet browser.
-2D and 3D model creation and animation.
PE:
-Develop running, jumping, and throwing (Athletics).
-Perform dances using simple movement patterns.
- Learn competitive sports (Field Hockey and Basketball) and
apply basic principles suitable for attacking and defending.
- Develop flexibility, strength, technique, control, and balance 
through Gymnastics.

Music
- Sing a wide range of songs and develop vocal skills
- Develop performance Skills
- Play percussion instruments
- Explore group Work
Drama
- Read together the poem “Mechanical Meagerie” by X.J.Kennedy
- Devise a physical re-enactment together of the poem.
- As a group, create an inventing machine together using our bodies as the
mechanisms for the machine. The class can choose various incredible things to
create in their machines.

- Spelling and pronunciation – Science related vocabulary

(inventions and inventors).

- Expressing emotions through group activities.

- Develop Portuguese diphthongs Portuguese grammar –

Verbos, artigos, determinantes, pronomes e advérbios.

-Explore irregular verbs (just for advanced Students).

Art
- Weaving with paper
- Exploring 3 dimensional art
- Clay modelling; making pots
- Project : Planning, designing and creating a simple machine or
invention
- Exploring paper mache

Agriculture
- Observing the growing of our plants from seeding to harvesting
- Explore how plants reproduce
- Taking care of the garden, weeding, watering, working the earth
- Learn about 'the love apple' which came to Europe by Columbus

Group 1
- Explore the concept of time with calculations: being able to tell
the time (analogue, 12hr and 24hr clocks), estimate and read time
to the nearest minute and compare durations of events
- Develop the concept of fractions:  ordering amounts,
understanding unit fractions
- Measurement: Roman numerals, volume, mass and length
- Geometry: associating 2D shapes with 3D shapes, explore and
identify angles
Group 2
- Convert between units of measure of the SI
-Describe positions on a 2-D grid as coordinates
-Describe movements between positions on a 2-D grid as
translations
-Plot specific points and draw sides to complete a polygon
-Learn and understand how to interpret data from line graphs or
bar/pie charts and solve related problems


